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Roy Mark Azanza Corrales(03-30-1975)
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales or fondly called by his peers as simply Roy or Mark, he
is fond of reading books when he was studying his early basic education at Marist
School Marikina.
 
He likes to read manga and comic books. He is an otaku for japanese anime and
japanese manga.
 
He was also engaged during his college education as part of Editorial Board in the
seminary college as Associate Editor Reconciliare at University of La Sallete
Seminary, Silang Cavite, and also was literary editor at NFPIA Newsletter. He had
joined collegiate parliamentary debate and accounting quizzes. At his spare time,
he writes inspirational poems.
 
He studied BSBA Management Accounting at ABE International College of
Business and Accounting Cainta, Rizal.
 
He was a former seminarian in a Franciscan all male monastery which once he
hold position of Secretary General or Secretary of the community and former
catechist in a parish from Diocese of Antipolo.
 
After being awarded as Inspirational Poet at PENTASI B HISTORICAL FORUM
2013, he undergone research and has been a contributor/columnist in local
newspaper, a press release entitled “PHILIPPINES, Poetry Hub of the World”;
Also doing contributions for different anthology poetry like I am poetry, Verses:
Storm of Philippine Poets and other anthologies.
 
Last December 2013, he was able to hold a one man poetry show at Library of
World Art of Memories. He made his first visual poem entitled humility and was
posted at PENTASI B World Friendship Poetry(
 
He has a facebook page for his poetry as
or A Life Walker.
 
This year he is in the process of making his first visual poetry book.
 
He is currently a corporate secretary in a family business which is engaged in
exportation of dried seaweeds under Corporation name of “ALGACROPS INC”
from 2009 to the present.
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A Lone Dreamer Of  Unimultiverses
 
a dreamer who ponders on his own vision
always looking upon
different realities in every endeavor
discovering new means to convey
the messages of life, love, friendship,
community, unity and common expression
 
pulsating every moment, capturing every heart
being contented in every act of humanity in unimultiverses,
realities echoing the heart of every soul
the colors of life marvel my very own soul
escalating hues, tones and other elements
 
echoing the longing of the heart
within sharing my innermost castle
partaking the inner sanctum
as we participate the world of relative realities and lives
 
a heart partaking in the world
of universal language, of love and life
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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A Personal Commitment
 
a promise meant to last
a vow to last one's lifetime
possessing the surrender to go beyond
 
a commitment never meant to be broken
a promise meant to be together forever
a vow that highlight one's relationships
 
indeed a promise, a vow and a commitment
where maturity and well decided upheavals within
it is an authentic personal commitment
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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Enlivening One's Unimulitiverse
 
Innermost recesses of one's soul
animation of heart's portal
spring of undertaking long lasting
forging life in wondering pace
looking beyond to the level of satisfaction
indeed a contentment beyond self
working in harmony with others
truly fulfilling feats of such humanity
truly enlivening one's unimulitiverse
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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Finding Oneself
 
encounter in every occasion
always breezing unto oneself
centering unto life's state of affairs
divulging every scenario
riptide of events evolution
truly inevitable desire uncharted
quest for uniqueness and individuality onward
always a loop over loop boundless
finding oneself a quest enriching
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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I Exist
 
Being born in this world
 
I began the journey of my age,
 
Seeking the bosom of familial spirit of sharing
 
the different vicissitudes of life 's writing
 
the symphonies of life as a learner
 
in academic formation toward the world of dreams and aspirations
 
 
 
As I began to write about me, myself and I to the known world,
 
the path is not a straight path but a series of trial and error that leads
 
to little successes in order to reach a lucid goal in many stories of everything that
exist in this world that I've known for yet to know more as my curiosity still
lingers in the consciousness and total being as a person in this world.
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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Never Give Up Till I Get You
 
conquest beyond compare
illuminating the heart of every soul
contacting with each other
lingering in heart of every bonding
consolidate me and another me in union
living it out fully
emblematic heart unison
love rules all encounter
never give up till I get you
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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Pushing Ourselves Beyond Our Limitations
 
having clear phenomenal goal
seize the day for the objective
determine to strive against all odds
 
pushing the limits within
lest one seemingly aghast against the tide
working together for the goal
 
focus oh focus oh focus
never be irritated by unforeseen circumstances and situations
Pushing ourselves beyond our limitations
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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Reflections
 
Able to see the meaning in simple life moments
sharing the heart and mind to people whom you place your trust with
sometimes they themselves surely afflicted anyone the most
withstanding heart of forgiveness and embracing with
open arms and hugging for comfort in this trying times.
 
Friendship are forged into the deeper like strolling in the open ocean.
Understanding is a clincher where no wall nor preconceived notion to discriminate
and surely the value and weight of true friendship echo a thousandfold.
In the midst of one's trials and tribulation, a shoulder to cry on and heart that
listen;
everlasting hope and deepening understanding lead to a true peace.
 
A heart that embraces all never qualifies nor justified, a spirit who embrace
everything and mind to open in the pillars of today's world will be a hallmark of
our humanity's triumph in overcoming  challenging life's stories.
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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Revelation Of Inspired Being
 
springing out from the contentment of life learning
constructing windowing effect
landscaping in looking beyond foreign terrain
working in halls of undertaking
launching so productively
intersecting realization
connecting path in freedom realized
loving each other
a revelation of inspired being
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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The Road Ahead
 
Everything happened for various reasons that every effort plunges one into the
consciousness of becoming, the symphony of every undertaking takes toll in
every visages. how one can tackle such at its trying times? Nonetheless, it is
always a luminescent as it is, what seems to be an ideal or a real experience to
undertaking of one's selves whatever circumstance one had undergone into. The
path is always at its crossroad of everything. Perception always clings into the
consciousness of being, to move forward in the frigid zone to life bursting
momentum in the circle of life in moving vastness of universe.
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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To Life
 
Never did I claim that I know everything,
but as I learned more, the more I need unlearned even more,
sadly, the test of life isn't far from over.
The vastness storage of knowledge and the endless depth of experience never
waver for us
to be bewilder and behold;
the fullness and richness of life where mystery unravel will always wonder me;
surely the test of it is not a benchmark but a grail to hold and be grateful.
 
A humble heart and humble spirit will not be spurned into the unwavering depth
of arrogance and prideful.
 
Roy Mark Azanza Corrales
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